
Using Gas Appliances
A step by step guide



Why gas..? 
Why Campingaz®..?
Convenient, easy to use and instant energy; there are many 
reasons why gas is a perfect companion on any camping 
trip or outdoor adventure and nobody knows gas quite like 
Campingaz®.  

In 1949, when a young man embarked on a family camping 
holiday, he could never have anticipated that his thoughts that 
day would change the way people camped forever.  
 
Frustrated by camping with large, cumbersome alternatives, he 
set about creating a revolutionary refillable cylinder; compact 
and convenient, economic and easy to use, it would offer a real 
solution to a real camping need. Campingaz® was born...

Over 60 years later, the Campingaz® knowledge of gas is 
unparalleled, it’s why when it comes to choosing a fuel 
source for camping, the brand is instantly recognisable and 
intrinsically trusted in over 100 countries all around the globe.



A quick guide to  
get you started
Choose your gas fuel source

 ✓ Firstly, think about what type of camper 
you are and what priorities you will have 
when choosing a product – is it weight, 
size, versatility…?

 ✓ Consider whether you need the easy 
portability and lighter weight of a 
cartridge or the convenience and longer 
runtime of a cylinder?

 ✓ If you choose a cylinder, don’t forget you 
may also require a regulator and hose.

 ✓ Apply common sense when using gas 
and always think safety first.

Whatever your camping requirements, with 
over 60 years’ experience, Campingaz® will 
have a product to suit.

See page 8 
for advice on 

regulators

See page 6 
for advice on 

cartridges

See page 4 
for advice on 

cylinders



Refillable 
Campingaz® cylinders are a cost effective fuel source. 
After your initial purchase, you can exchange the empty 
cylinder for the cost of a refill at any authorised dealer.

Long Lasting 
Perfect if you want to power family cooking and lighting 
appliances on a family holiday or cook up a feast for a 
group of friends. 

Resealable 
You can safely remove one appliance and attach the 
cylinder to another appliance.

Ownership 
Once you purchase a Campingaz® cylinder you will have 
ownership for life.  Every time you need a refill, simply 
exchange the empty cylinder for a full cylinder at your 
nearest Campingaz® dealer - just for the cost of a refill.

Choose a Campingaz® 
cylinder if you…

 ✓ Are a frequent camper
 ✓ Enjoy longer holidays as well as a  

weekend getaway
 ✓ Will be cooking for a family or group
 ✓ Don’t have to consider weight when  

packing for the trip
 ✓ Camp in the UK and abroad
 ✓ Want one fuel source that fits a  

range of appliances  

R901  R904 R907

Three sizes 
available



Availability &  
trust...everywhere
Take your gas appliance 
on international trips - you 
can purchase a refill for a 
Campingaz® cylinder in more 
than 100 countries. Campingaz® 
cylinders have been trusted by 
generations of campers  
for more than 60 years.

To locate your nearest stockist visit www.campingaz.com

Don’t forget…
The majority of cylinder appliances operating from a 
Campingaz® cylinder require a Campingaz® regulator 

and hose…for more information go to page 8.



?

Choose a Campingaz® 
cartridge if you…

There are 2 types of Campingaz® cartridge:

 What’s the difference?

 ✓ Enjoy short breaks or frequent trips
 ✓ Are a single camper, couple or  

small group
 ✓ Require a lightweight fuel source 

for trekking, walking, kayaking or 
backpacking

 ✓ Need portability - weight and space are 
priorities when packing

 ✓ Camp in the UK and abroad
 ✓ Want one fuel source that fits a range  

of appliances 
 ✓ Prefer to use smaller cooking and  

lighting appliances

Pierceable

The appliance pierces  
the cartridge to allow 

operation. Once attached, the 
appliance cannot be removed 
from the cartridge until the 

cartridge is empty.

Resealable

Resealable CV Plus cartridges 
feature Campingaz®’ unique, 

high security, self-sealing 
valve. They can be easily 

disconnected and reconnected 
even with gas inside.



Portable – Lightweight and a compact size, cartridges are 
perfect if you are a touring camper, a backpacker or simply 
pack light to enjoy a weekend away. 

Interchangeable* – Use the cartridge to operate both your 
stove and lantern during the trip; the self-sealing valve allows 
you to safely remove the cartridge, even with gas inside.   

Disposable – Convenience is the key to this fuel source, you 
simply dispose of the cartridge safely when used and reduce 
your pack weight for the return journey. 
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Don’t forget…
Campingaz® CV Plus cartridges* are 
designed to operate with the unique 
Campingaz® Easy Clic® Plus appliance 
connection.

Two simple steps for a secure cartridge connection:

1. Push the appliance onto the cartridge to hear the click 
2. Rotate 45º to lock in place 

Allows secure connection...first time…every time

*excludes the C206 pierceable cartridge

Availability & trust...everywhere
Take your gas appliance on your travels across the globe  
with the confidence of knowing that Campingaz® cartridges 
are available in more than 100 countries. Campingaz® 
cartridges have been trusted by generations of campers  
for more than 60 years.



What is a regulator and 
why you will need one?
A gas regulator can look technical, however, fitting and using  
a regulator is very simple.  A gas regulator is designed to 
control the flow of gas coming from the cylinder into the 
appliance.  By its nature, gas expands inside a cylinder and  
it’s this expansion that is used to move gas from the cylinder 
into the appliance.

If your Campingaz® regulator becomes 
damaged, please replace it.

Attach your hose here to connect 
it to an appliance. Remember to 
inspect the hose for cracks and 
splits before and after use.

When the regulator is not in use, 
replace its thread cap. This will 
protect its thread when being stored.

The gas hose will be supplied 
with two hose fasteners/clips. 
These must be used to secure 
the hose to the regulator  
and appliance.



The Campingaz® regulator has an auto shut 
down mechanism to prevent a sudden loss  
of gas if the hose becomes detached from 
the regulator.

The regulator simply screws 
on to the top of the cylinder.

The Campingaz® regulator has 
an on/off control valve.

Don’t forget…
Different types of gas require different types of 

regulator.  Only use a Campingaz® regulator 
with a Campingaz® cylinder.



Guidance with gas…
Things to remember

 ✓ Before connecting a gas cartridge or 
cylinder, check that the appliance you are 
connecting it to is turned off.   

 ✓ Only connect your gas appliance to your 
cylinder or cartridge when you are outdoors.

 ✓ Once connected, keep the cartridge or 
cylinder in an upright position when in use*.

 ✓ Gas produces carbon monoxide, therefore, 
gas products must always be used outdoors, 
in a well ventilated space.

 ✓ Never use a gas stove or lantern inside  
a tent.

 ✓ Never subject a gas cartridge or cylinder  
to heat or direct sunlight, as the pressure 
inside may rise and exceed its safe limit.



Gas products are easy to use as long as you follow the 
guidelines and handle the products correctly.  Whether you 
are using gas outdoors or storing it at home, consider the 
following:

 ✓ Get to know your gas products – have you 
chosen a pierceable cartridge – if so, always 
remember that this style of cartridge cannot 
be disconnected until empty.

 ✓ Always use Campingaz® stoves and lanterns 
with Campingaz® cartridges or cylinders.

 ✓ When storing gas at home, where possible, 
store in a ventilated space and keep away 
from heat and direct sunlight.

 ✓ Gas performance can be affected by  
altitude and lower temperatures – seek 
further advice if your trip includes either  
of these elements.

 *Except for the CP250



Which products are right 
for my trip?
Family Camping

• I am cooking for a family or group and will set 
up in one place for the duration of my holiday.

Active Camping
• I am an active camper who likes touring  

or backpacking and require lightweight  
cooking appliances.

• I need effective lighting and heating to extend 
my time outdoors into the evening.



Picnics and Barbecues
• I enjoy daytrips, picnics and barbecues, on the 

beach, in the park, at the campsite…



Perfect For Key Features Operates Off
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• Family cooking
• Group cooking
• Couples 
• Cooked breakfast with toast

• 2 fully adjustable, high  
power burners

• Efficient, easy-to-use grill 
• Packs down to briefcase size
• Integrated windshield to protect 

burners when cooking 
• Child-safe control knobs

Campingaz® R907 cylinder
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• Family cooking
• Group cooking
• Couples 
• Cooked breakfast with toast
• Extended stays at  

the campsite 

• All the features of the  
Camping Chef® above

PLUS
• Easy-build stand with shelf
• Full height cooking
• Textile carry bag included

Campingaz® R907 cylinder
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• Family cooking
• Group cooking
• Couples 
• Individuals

• Three in one, cook with  
the stove, grill or griddle

• Large cooking surface
• Porcelain coated lid for  

even, oven-like cooking
• Autostart for instant,  

one touch ignition
• Easy transportation

Campingaz® R907 cylinder
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• Family cooking
• Group cooking
• Couples 
• Picnics, barbecues  

and the beach
• Perfectly grilled  

meats and vegetables

• Portable, high powered 
barbecue grill

• Extra-large cooking surface
• Enamelled cooking grid for  

easy cooking and cleaning
• Folding side tables convert to lid
• Autostart for instant,  

one touch ignition
Campingaz® R907 cylinder

Family Camping
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• Family cooking
• Group cooking
• Couples 
• Picnics, barbecues  

and the beach
• Perfectly grilled  

meats and vegetables

• Portable, high powered 
barbecue grill

• Extra-large cooking surface
• Enamelled cooking grid for  

easy cooking and cleaning
• Folding side tables convert to lid
• Autostart for instant,  

one touch ignition
Campingaz® R907 cylinder

All the products above require a regulator
*Regulator supplied with this product



Family Camping
Perfect For Key Features Operates Off
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• Family cooking
• Group cooking
• Couples 
• Fast cooking
• Cooking big hearty meals 

• 2 powerful burners
• Fast boil times
• Fully adjustable control knobs
• Removable pan supports for  

easy cleaning
• Takes wide based saucepans 
• Locking lid for easy transport  

and storage
Campingaz® R907 cylinder
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• Group cooking
• Couples 
• Fast cooking
• Ideal for grilling meats  

and vegetables

• All the features of the  
Camping Kitchen® above

PLUS
• Removable non-stick griddle
• Easy-clean grease collection area

Campingaz® R907 cylinder
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• Group cooking
• Couples
• Fast cooking
• Extended stays at  

the campsite 

• All the features of the Camping 
Kitchen® Grill above

PLUS
• Easy-build stand with shelf
• Full height cooking
• Windshields that convert  

to side tables 
Campingaz® R907 cylinder
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• Group cooking
• Couples 
• Fast cooking
• Extended stays at  

the campsite 

• All the features of the Camping 
Kitchen® Plus above

PLUS
• Heavy-duty textile larder
• Full-length zip opening on larder
• Larder converts to handy  

carry bag 
Campingaz® R907 cylinder
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• Group cooking
• Couples 
• Fast cooking
• Extended stays at  

the campsite 

• All the features of the Camping 
Kitchen® Plus above

PLUS
• Heavy-duty textile larder
• Full-length zip opening on larder
• Larder converts to handy  

carry bag 
Campingaz® R907 cylinder

All the products above require a regulator



Family Camping
Perfect For Key Features Operates Off
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• Individuals
• Couples
• One-pot cooking
• Fast cooking
• Picnics and trips to  

the beach

• High powered single burner
• Powerful, cordless and portable
• Precise power adjustment
• Easy-to-use design
• Hard plastic carry case  

for easy transport
• Autostart for instant,  

one touch ignition
Campingaz® CP250 cartridge
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• Family camping
• Group camping
• Couples
• Outdoor lighting at home or 

on the campsite
• Portable lighting

• Ultra-bright 2 mantle lantern
• Extending base for stabililty
• Integrated reflector
• Easy-to-operate thanks to 

Instaclip® mantle and Easy Clic® 
Plus connection

• Autostart for instant,  
one touch ignition

Campingaz® CV470 Plus 
cartridge
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• Family camping
• Group camping
• Couples
• Outdoor lighting at home or 

on the campsite
• Longer running time

• Ultra-bright 2 mantle lantern
• Integrated reflector for 

directional lighting
• Easy-to-attach Instaclip® mantle 
• Autostart for instant,  

one touch ignition

Campingaz® R904 & R907 
cylinders
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• Family camping
• Group camping
• Couples
• Individuals
• Portable heating

• Flameless catalytic technology
• Whisper quiet and wind resistant
• 2 heat settings
• Adjustable legs for  

directional heat
• Easy-to-operate thanks to Easy 

Clic® Plus cartridge connection
• Autostart for instant,  

one touch ignition Campingaz® CV470 Plus 
cartridge
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Active Camping
Perfect For Key Features Operates Off
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• Individuals
• Backpackers
• Couples
• Portable cooking
• Lightweight camping/

trekking

• High power single burner
• Wide pan supports provide 

stability for larger based pans
• Fully adjustable control knob
• Easy, one-click connection  

thanks to Easy Clic® Plus 
• Pilot burner - it keeps the burner 

lit, even in windy conditions
Campingaz® CV270, CV300 & 

CV470 Plus cartridges
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• Individuals
• Backpackers
• Couples
• Portable cooking
• Lightweight camping/

trekking

• All of the features of the  
Twister® Plus above

PLUS
• Autostart for instant,  

one touch ignition
• Hard plastic carry case for 

protection on the move
Campingaz® CV270, CV300 & 

CV470 Plus cartridges
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• Individuals
• Backpackers
• Couples
• Portable cooking
• Lightweight camping/

trekking

• 2 aluminium pots
• Universal handle
• Cartridge fits securely inside  

the pots for transport

Campingaz® CV270, CV300 & 
CV470 Plus cartridges
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• Individuals
• Backpackers
• Couples
• Portable lighting
• Lightweight camping/

trekking

• Bright, effective lantern
• Fully detachable head for easy 

mantle access
• Globe protection guard
• Lightweight textile carry case
• Easy, one-click connection  

thanks to Easy Clic® Plus 
• Autostart for instant,  

one touch ignition

Campingaz® CV270, CV300 & 
CV470 Plus cartridges
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• Individuals
• Backpackers
• Couples
• Portable lighting
• Lightweight camping/
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Campingaz® CV270, CV300 & 
CV470 Plus cartridges



Picnic & Barbecue
Perfect For Key Features Operates Off
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• Family cooking
• Group cooking
• Couples 
• Picnics, barbecues and  

the beach
• Perfectly grilled meats  

and vegetables

• Portable, high powered 
barbecue grill

• Extra-large cooking surface
• Enamelled cooking grid for easy 

cooking and cleaning
• Folding side tables convert to lid
• Autostart for instant,  

one touch ignition
• Extremely portable Campingaz® CV470 Plus 

cartridges
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• Family cooking
• Group cooking
• Couples 
• Individuals
• Picnics, barbecues and  

the beach

• Three in one; cook with the stove, 
grill or griddle

• Large cooking surface
• Porcelain coated lid for even,  

oven-like cooking
• Autostart for instant,  

one touch ignition
• Extremely portable

Campingaz® CV470 Plus 
cartridges
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• Couples 
• Individuals
• Cooked breakfast with  

fried eggs
• Picnics, barbecues and  

the beach

• Three in one; cook with the stove, 
grill or griddle

• Healthy cooking and easy 
cleaning 

• Easy to transport with detachable 
legs and locking lid

• Textile pouch
• Autostart for instant,  

one touch ignition
• Extremely portable

Campingaz® CV300 & CV470 
Plus cartridges
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CV

• Couples 
• Individuals
• Family cooking
• Group cooking
• Touring campers

• Extremely compact double 
burner stove

• 2 independently operated,  
high powered burners  

• Lightweight, folding leg design
• Easy, one-click connection  

thanks to Easy Clic® Plus 
• Autostart for instant,  

one touch ignition

Campingaz® CV270, CV300 & 
CV470 Plus cartridges
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www.campingaz.com


